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Nowadays reading is widely interpreted as a creative activity where the 
reader derives meaning from a text through an interaction with it. In the 
process of the interaction between the reader and writer through the 
medium of the written word, the reader brings to the task two potential 
sources of information: 

a) prior knowledge of the target language of the text context; and 
b) his own knowledge of the target language, more specifically, 

his level of proficiency in the second language. 

Eskey (1968) suggests that the first source encompasses knowledge 
of substance which may be cultural, pragmatic and subject-specific. The 
second category (formal knowledge) includes graphophonemic, lexical, 
syntactic, semantic and rhetorical patterns of a language. 

Research on ESL/EFL readers, through relatively sparse, suggests 
that far from relying heavily on contextual information as a way of 
circumventing their difficulties with unfamiliar words and idioms, they 
seem to be more attentive to graphic information than native language 
readers (Hatch, 1974; Oller, 1972). The foreign language reader (FLR), 
especially the poorer readers, tend to read in a word-by-word fashion, in 
the belief that attention to individual words and the comprehension of 

·A version of this paper was presented as the Eighth Institute of Language in Education 
International Conference. Hong Kong, 15-18 December, 1992. 
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them will eventually result in total text comprehension. They will also 
appear to have difficulty in using contex.tual infonnation in reading 
(Chihara, Oller, Weaver and Chavez Oller, 1977; Cziko 1978). 

In discussing the possib� sources of reading problems for PLR. Yorio 
(1971) notes thai to read in the foreign language, one uses basically the 
same method as reading in the native language. A native language reader, 
according to Goodman's view of reading. is guIded by his knowledge of 
his native language. picks up the graphic cues and relat6lhMllO syntac
tic, semantic and phonological cues. These choices are then deCoded and 
stored in short-term memory to be subsequently tested and associated 
with further decoding choices. When these choices are applied 10 reading 
in a foreign language. it is easy to.see how more difficult it is for the FLR 
to perform well Yorio (ibid. 1(8) believes thai there are new elements in a 
foreign reading situation which complicates the whole process: 

• Tnt rtQdtf's knowltdgtoftht forrisn umglUlgt u nolliM IMI ojlht nlltlw 
spNUr; tht IlImlng orprrdidingllbillty nta!$Sllry to pick IIpthtCorrtCl CUd 
is hindtml � IItt impnftd knowItdgt oflht Iungllllgt; IItt Dmmg chaia of 
ClllS or tltt Imarllltnly oflltt ciao/a mIIUs 1I$SCICI/lllOns nJOFl' t!ifficu/t. DIu 10 
IItt IInfomUIlIris4licm IUilh IItt mil/toil/lind lhe lackof'ruinil'g.11tt mowry 
span In II fo'rtigrt /QnglUl� in the tIIrly 5t1l� of ft$IKlj'III$IIion 1$ II5lUl/ly 
short" lha" III our nalillr IunglUlg,; rn:oIltcflon of prruiOIl$ CIIeS/1Im IS 1fIQTt 

difficu/l in llfortlgn IIInglUlg, INtn in II mOlhtr IO"gllt. IlliiI clilD kutl$llnd 
al all If INS IhtFl' is inlcfrrma! of IItt ",,"tlt III "gllllg', � 

lln� 11�W dl:Jlll:nt as identified by Yorio can be said to be native 
language interference and inadequate knowledge of the target language. 
In the area of language transfer, Clarke (1979) suggests that this is effec
tively prohibited if there is a language deficit in the second/foreign 
language. In other words, language proficiency sets a ceiling to reading U\ 

that language. On a more detailed level, Cziko (1978) suggests that the 
language deficit may result in  an inabilily 10 make full use of the syntactic, 
semantic and discourse constraints which se.rve as an important source of 
information for reading in the mother tongue. The implication is that 
increasing emphasis in L2 reading problem remediation should be in 
upgrading 1..2 proficiency rather than in the non-language skill factors. 
Oarke and Silberstein. in line with the new interest in language profi
ciency, observe: 

"Our students' efficiency in using reading skills i� directly depend
ent upon their overall language proficiency. their genera1language ski II ... II 

(Im,I4Sj. 
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Aim of study 

The issue of the relative importance of familiarity of content and 
language proficiency in reading in a second/foreign language will be the 
concern of this study. It will investigate the validity of the finding that 
language proficiency can short .. drcuit comprehension of a text written in 
that language for an academic purpose. 

Sample 

Three hlffidred and seventeen undergraduates from three faculties 
wereseltrled to form the sample· 141 Medical, 95 Law and 81 Economics 
students. They were all in their third year of study, as it was felt that they 
would have qualified to be regarded as "specialists" in their own disci .. 
plines. ThIs criteria would yield the cuntl;!llt variault:. 

Instruments 

The investigation deployed the following instruments: 

a) The English Proficiency Test Battery (Form D, 1977). ScOTt'S on 
this test would provide information on tht' level of language 
proficiency of the sample. This test was originally used by the 
British Council to assess the English language proficiency of 
intending students see.king e.ntry to British universities. 

b) Discipline--related texts: Three texts, one from each discipline· 
Parasitology, Family Law and Marketing .. were sele;::ted to rep
resent the areas of specialism. They were sourced from actual 
reference materials in each course. This, it was hoped. would 
ensure not only authenticity but also content validity, which in 
tum would lead to higher motivation IOcarry out the task more 
conscientiously and effectively 

This distinction in  text content served as the demarcation for a 
measurement of prior knowledge. The doze p�ure (n"'=10) on these 
texts yielded a score on reading comprehension performance, based on the 
exact scoring method. Blanks were later classified into structural and 
content blanks to study the effect of language proficiency on them. 
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Methodology 

All the 317 students sal for the comprehension tests. Hence, it was a 
fully crossed design. They were also administered the English Profideny 
Test Battery It was possible then. with this design, 10 compare the 
perfonnance of each group of students in their own discipline text as well 
as in texts that belonged to other disciplines. 

Definition of terms 

Familiar text: a familiar text for a particular group of students would 
be that related to his discipline. 

Unfamiliar text: an unfamiliar text would be that unrelated to the 
reader's discipline, for example, the economics and law texts for the 
medical students. 

Context word!t Adjectives, adverbs, verbs, nouns. 
Structural words: the remaining parts of speech not covered by 

content words. 

Hypotheses 

Thehypotheses tobeinvestigatoo in this paper are that students with 
high language proficiency perform significantly bener than those with low 
language pmficiency in the comprehensIOn of 

a) familiar texts 
b) structural words but not content words of unfamiliar texts; 
c) unfamiliar texts. 

Operationally, ilhypotheses a) and c) were to be confirmed, it would 
mean that high language proficiency groups would score significantly 
better than the low proficiency group In the comprehension of iamillar as 
well as unfamiliar texts. The same should obtain for structural words. A 
support for content words would be indicated by a no significant differ
ence between the means of the two groups in their ability to fill in the 
content words. 
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Figure 1: Distribution of lAnguage Proficiency Scores m Medica], Law 
and Economics Faculties 

Findings 

1. Dtseriptive Statistics: Pufarmnnce in umguagl! Test (EPTB) 

To enable a visual comparison of performance, the $Cores of the three 
faculties are translated into graphs to help us identify the vatymg patterns 
of performance. Figure 1 shows the dlstribulioo of .Kore' in thc thteC! 
faculties: 

As is evident, the Medical and Law Faculties have identical means of 
72 (s.d. l2 and 13, respectively). While the means are closely similar, the 
distribution of scores, too, appear to be hardly any different. The Medical 
students, however, have a slightly higher minimum score of 42 compared 



Table 1: Percentage of students who underwent English and B.1.hasa 
Malaya medium of instruction at vanous levels in school 

F..:ull)' Pnm .. , 5.",,,,,,,, Fonn. 
""S .M. "'" 8M. "'S- BM. 

Medic.11 63 15 '" , " 7 
UW " II .. 7 J2 ., 
"""""';a .. II 59 .. 34 " 

to 3B of the other two faculhes. The Economics students abo have a lower 
maximum score than their couterparls in the other two faculties (89 for 
Law and 91 for Medical). OveralJ, then. the Economics students seem to 
have scored less(in terms of range, and subsequently, in mean scores) than 
those from the other two faculties. However, in spite of this, a t-test shows 
no significant difference between the scores of the medical (and law) and 
thai of the economics. This findmg suggests thai as a group the students 
appear to have sundar levels of linguIStic proficiency may be a renection 
of the students' educational background, as can be seen in Table 1, which 
is based on data collected from a questionnaire. 

It appears that the Economics Faculty has re.latively more Malay. 
medium students than the other two faculties. Medical students are 

primarily from the English medium at the secondary leve\. On the other 
hand, there is a stark reduction by 25% of Economics l:.ngiJsh-med.iurn 
education at the same level. Students at the Law Faculty ha'·e also switched 
from English 10 Bahasa Malaysia al Form 6 (an increase of 38%). While the 
Medical Facully seems t o  have had an obvious advantage in past language 
experience with Fnglish ,  il is remarkable that, overall, the three faculties 
are nol significantly different from one another as judged by their mean 
scores on EPTB. The presence of some high scorers lI\ those two faculties 
might help account for this offsetting effect. 

2. Procedure for AnAlysing LnJtis of LAnguRge Proficiency 

To test the significance of language proficiency on the three tests, it 
was necessary todivide the students into high and low proficiency groups. 
The procedure for operationalising the two levels of language proficiency 
.., as follows: 

As the means of the language proficiency test for all the three faculties 
were dose. It was thought valid that the general means of n% could act as 
the cut-off point for high and low proficiency groups. Thus, those belong-
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Table 2: Percentage Means of Language Proficiency Test of Three Faculhes 

Farultie5 

MNlral 
Low 
Eamomk> 

M.m 

n 
n 
70 

Sid Deviation 

'" 
13.0 
13.0 

..., .. 

42·97 
38-97 
".w 

T.ble 3: Difference in Comprehension of Familiar Texts by Students in the 
Respective Faculties 

Language MI'dic.. T�t Law T�t £con. T�t 
l'>o'dm<y (Maliea/ FIIC) (L>wFad (Eam. FI/CJ 
""" " • ,d. " , .d. " , ... 

High. Lang. Prof. " .. , 52 " 8 " " • 
low LAng. Prof " ., , .. ., 10 42 " , 
N 1<, " 81 
R 0.668 0.'" 0.671 

P <0 .... <0.000 <0.000 

ing to the low group would have scored 1· 72% while those with 73% and 
above w ould belong to the high proficiency group. Table 2 captures the 
details of the mean scores for the three faculties: 

Analyses 

T-tes! for testing significance of difference in mean scores was used 

to analyse the scores of the three faculties on their own familiar, discipline
related texts and on theunlamiliar tel(ts according to the levels oflangugae 
proficiency, as explained above. 

1. ComprthOlsion of FIHniliar Tl!sts 

Table 3 juxtaposes the results of the three faculties to enable inter
faculty comparision while also facilitating intra-faculty examination: 

As shown in Table 3 above, thl"!tl"! arl"! significant differences between 
scores of the High Language ProBciency (HLP) group and thl"! Low 
Language Proficiency (LLP) group in the comprehension of their own 
discipline-related texts. In the Medical Faculty, the HLP was scoring 
significantly bettl"!r than thi'! LLP on the medical text (:11=49) as against 
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1=42). The Stlmt' was reported of the Law students on the law text (xa59 as 
agamst i=45). 

Similarly. the Economics HLP (i=36) performed significantly better 
than the LLP (1-31) on the economics text. 1ne HLPs were seen to be 
consistently scoring higher tlian the LLPs. Hypothesis 1 - thai language 
proficiency has a significant effect on the comprehension of familiar text
is supported and confirmed by the performance of the three faculties. 

2. ComprdlOl5iOIf o/Stllctural IIltd CO"t�t Words 

If text comprehenslon In it £orrign lAnguage is detennined 10 a large 
extent by competence in the foreign language, it would be interesting tosee 

whether it exerts the same effect on the understanding of structural and 
content words. Ac:cord.ing to the hypothesis, since sturctura1 words are 

considered an important component of language proficiency. the latter 
should influence its understanding to a greater extent than it should CU1 

c::ontent words. 

Table 4: Difference in Comprehension of Medical Text (structure), Law 
Texl (structure) and Economics Text (structure) by Medica), Law and 
Economic; Students 

Lon,..... MednlTexl LlwTo.l �n. Texl 
Profldmcy Level (StnKI"",1 (SlnICf"",1 (StrIId"",J 

, • .... " • •. d , , ... 

High lMlg. pror . .. ,. 2 52 " • " 19 2 
Low Lutg. Prof n 22 3 " " , " 17 2 
N 14' 92 8! 
R 0.497 0.652- 0.643 

P <11.000 <11000 <11.000 

As hypothesised, a knowledge of the target language does have a 
Significant role in the understanding of structural words, as reflected in the 
perfonrunce of aU three faculties in  their own discipline-related texts. The 
correlational findings are equally interesting. The pattern of correlation 
here is identical to that ofTable 5 below, with the highest correlation found 
in the Law faculty, foUowed by the Economics and the lowest in the 
Medical Faculty The lowest com!.lalion in the Medical Faculty might be 
attributtd to the role of prior knowledge as iUlequally strong determinant 
of reading comprehension. 
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Table 5: Differences in Comprehension of Medical text (content), Law text 
(content) and Economics text (content) by Medical, Law and Economics 
students. 

""""g' Medkal TeJ<l Law TeJ<t Eoon. Text 
Proficiency Level (Content) (Content) (Content) 

lkrid. foe UlW fae Eron·foe 
" , s.d. " , s.d. " , s.d. 

High Lang. Pmf. ff} 25 5 " 3Q • '" " 3 
Low Lang. Prof 72 20 • '" TO 5 42 14 4 
N 1.1 92 81 
R 0.644 0.706 0.689 

, <0.000 <0.000 <0.000 

When performance in content words of the doze blanks in each text 
is examined separately in relation to the discipline-related facuity, it is 
revealed in Table 5 above that language proficiency has a significant effect 
on its wtderstanding. This finding is repeated in the three faculties. This is 
an wtexpected finding, and contrary to the hypothesis. However, it does 
corroborate the Pearson correlational finding between language profi
ciency as a significant effect on its wtderstanding. Thi.5 finding, and 
contrary to the hypothesis. However, it does corroborate the Pearson 
correlation finding between language proficiency and content words, 
which is high and significant. This trend is also noted in the correlation 
between language proficiency and the comprehension of the text as a 
whole, as found in Table 3. Although the content words would seem, 
logically, to present a more pointed test of propr knowledge of the content 
area, it appears that a linguistically proficient person is able to understand 
content words to a significant extent because of his ability to take advan
tage of the contextual clues in the form of semantic constraints that are 
crucial to cloze testing. The significant correlation between language 
proficiency and the discipline-related, familiar text is to be expected as 
language proficiency is hypothesised to be an important factor in the 
reading comprehension process. 

3. Comprehension of Unfamiliar Texts 

This section replicates the previous analysis by using unfamiliar texts 
belonging to other disciplines. If wtdcrstanding of familiar texts is, as 
found, significantly affected by proficiency in the target language, then it 
i5 hypothesised that its effect would, in like manner, be extended to the 
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T.J.ble 6: Differences in Comprehension of Law and Economics Tex� by 
Medical Students according to Language ProBciency 

Lon,..... t..",Taf EaPn. TDI 
Profidtncy Level 0 , .d. 0 , Ld. 

High. L.tng. Prof 68 .. • .. 33 , 
low lang. PTof n J8 10 n " , 
N ". '41 
R .1236 0.6910 

p <0.000 .. -0.000 

Table 7: Differences In Comprehension of Medical and Economics Texts 
by Law Students according to Language Proficiency 

""","" . lMliarlTaI _Ta< 
Profid� Level 0 i Ld 0 , •. d. 

Hlgh.l.ong Prot. 52 " • " 15 • 
low 1..-118_ Prof ., 31 8 ., 29 , 
N " " 
R 0.'" 0.638 

p <11001 «1.001 

comprehension of other texts as well To recall, unfamiliar texts U'I Uus 
instance, would reler to texts that are n ot related to the discipline of the 
facu lty Hence, it would be law and economics texts for medical students, 
med:"I\! and economics texts for law students, medical and law texts for 
economics students. The results ae presented in Tables 6, 7 and 8: 

Table 6 shows that the HlP groups have scored significantly better 
in both the law and economics texts than the LLP groups. Themearu of the 
HLP in the two texts are 49 and 33, respectively, while the means of the LLP 
are 38 and 27, respectively 

The findings of the medical students in Table 6 are repeated in Table 
7with the Law group. The HLPs scored significantly higher than the LLPs 
in the medical and economics teXiS. Means for Ihe HLPs are 39 and 35, 
respectively, while means for Ihe LlJ>s are 31 and 29, respectively 

The patlem of performance in the Economics Faculty is identical to 
that of the other two facuhil,";'. TIle !iignificantdifference in comprehension 
performance in the medical and law texts between the HLPs (x.:J8 and 
x=48) and the LLPs (l:31 and 11=39) provides suppOrt (or the language 
hypothesis. 
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Table 8: Differences in Comprehension of Medical and law Texts by 
Economics Students according to Language ProHooll.."'Y 

Wguog. #MIiadTa' &<III. Tal 
-"'" " , Ld. " i Ld 

High. t...ns. Prof. " " • " .. S 
Law t...ns. Prof .. 31 7 " " , 
N 80 " 
• '.67! .m 

p 4.0;n <0.0II1 

Of interest, however, is the comparison of perfonnance in each of 
these tl!llCts by the 'outsiders' on the basis of mean scores. It is apparent 
lICI"OS!i Table 6 and 8 that the means of the HLPs and the LLPs in both the 
medical and economics faculties on the law texts are s1milat (49 and 48 for 
the HLPs and 38 and 39 for the LLPs). 

On the medical text. the HLPs and the LLPs of the law (Table 1) and 
economics faculties (Table 8) again show a more than coincidenta1 similar
ity (39 and 38 for the HLPs and 31 and 31 for the LLPs). 

Performance on the economics text by the medical (Table 6) and law 
sluden.15 (Table 7) show a sUght difference. Comparing just the HLP. in 
both the faculties, the law students have a higher mean (35) than the 
medical group (33). The same is observed of the LLPs: The law students 
have a higher mean score than the medical LLPs (29 vs. 27). 

It would seem that generally the HLPs and the LLPsin all the faculties 
have mnarkably similar scores on the medical and law tl!llCts, implying that 
the group ability is rather homogenous except in the economics text. The 
slight difference here might possibly be attributed to the advantage of an 
l:'..conomJcs ba�round for the Law students as a stelt majority of the 
sample had taken Econimics at the sixth form level 

Summuy 

High and low proficiency groups in each faculty were studied for 
their differential performance on three criterion tests, labelled as either 
familiar or unfamiliar texts. Using Hest for significance of difference in 
means, the findings are as follows: 

1. In the compreherWon of familiar, disdpUnt-related texts, the 
HLPs in all three faculties were COnsistently scoring higher than 
the LtJ>s. 
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2. In the comprehension of unfamiliar texts, the HLPs were also 
scoring significanUy better than the LLPs in all the three facul
ties. 

3. The same finding was reached for the understanding of content 
and structural words where the HLPs were significanUy better 
than the LLPs in terms of means. 

Hence, one can say with confidence that proficiency in the target 
language does affect the reading comprehension process to a significant 
extent. The language hypothesis is therefore supported not only in the 
reading of one's own discipline (familiar) but also in texts outside the 
discipline (unJarniliar). The confidence rests, in the main, on the fact that 
the findings are repeated in three faculties representing three different 
disciplines. 
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